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Optimised
aluminium

Royal Huisman’s Project 405 is the first
yacht to be built with their new hi-tech
Featherlight construction method,
which aims to narrow the performance
gap between carbon and aluminium
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The hull turning of Royal
Huisman’s Project 405 gave
us our first glimpse of this
super-light 154ft (47m)
Reichel/Pugh - Nauta design
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What’s the best material for a
high-performance superyacht
hull, carbon fibre or
aluminium? There’s no

definitive answer to that question
because both materials have their
respective pros and cons. Carbon is
inherently stiffer, stronger and lighter, of
course, which makes it the obvious
choice for race-focused owners… up to a
point. 500GT is often
cited as the watershed
between the two
materials for practical
and financial reasons,
which are driven and
to some extent
dictated by the
structural requirements
of classification, but
that could be about
to change.

What if an
aluminium hull could be
built 11 per cent lighter
than before? Royal
Huisman is challenging
the widely perceived
performance advantage

of carbon composite hulls with a new hi-
tech construction method called
Featherlight. According to Royal
Huisman these yachts will be both
extremely lightweight and – compared
to existing carbon composite
superyachts – very competitive in
regattas. It’s a significant claim from an
industry leader that doesn’t go in for
hyperbole.

It’s also significant that they’re not
alone. The Juan K design office, for
example, reached a similar conclusion
for the construction of their first two
superyachts after a lot of study and
analysis, working in collaboration with
Rob Doyle Design (Seahorse May 2021
issue). They found that within the
parameters of their project, the 30 to 40
per cent cost saving of building a hull in

aluminium rather than
carbon outweighed the
resulting 10 per cent
increase in weight and
three per cent increase in
hull drag. They
concluded, in effect, that
the money saved could
be spent more effectively
on other performance
enhancements. Those
calculations were based
on conventional
aluminium construction,
for a 52-metre (170ft)
project.

Royal Huisman’s
Featherlight construction
method promises to

Now ready for the outfitting phase of its construction, Project 405 combines aluminium and carbon fibre in an optimised hull

This is the first of Royal Huisman’s high-performance Featherlight hulls
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narrow the real-world performance gap
between carbon and aluminium hulls
still further and potentially close it
completely. The first yacht to be built
according to their new method – Project
405, a 47-metre (154ft) cruiser-racer
sloop designed by Reichel/Pugh and
Nauta – is in the outfitting phase of its
build at Vollenhove in The Netherlands
at the time of writing, and is due for
delivery to its owners later this year. One
thing we do know is that they’re serious
about racing. The yacht is expected to
become a regular competitor on the
superyacht regatta scene; Bouwe
Bekking will be the captain of its racing
crew and has been heavily involved in
the yacht’s race optimisation process,
working closely with the shipyard’s
design office and the owner’s rep, Nigel
Ingram of MCM Newport.

‘Featherlight is a tailor-made
programme which combines the best of
both worlds: performance and luxury,’
Bekking says. ‘Weight and performance
are undeniably linked in yachts – more
of the first means less of the other.
Excess weight impacts on the speed and
handling of a yacht. So why is
“lightweight” not at the top of every
yacht owner’s wish list? That is because
materials used to achieve weight
reductions are widely associated with a
lack of comfort, noisiness and vibrations,
added expense and the absence of
sustainable qualities when building a
new yacht.’

Cost and carbon footprint
To be fair, the leading composite
superyacht shipyards can arguably offer
equivalent levels of comfort and are very
adept at reducing noise and vibration
inside their carbon hulls. They can also
point to the better thermal efficiency of
a composite skin and less interior
volume lost to internal supporting
structure, but the cost and carbon
footprint of an aluminium hull are both
undeniably lower.

Project 405 is everything one might
expect from a collaboration between
Reichel/Pugh and Nauta Design, which is
responsible for the yacht’s general
concept as well as the exterior and
interior design. It’s a notably elegant,

In 16 iterations, the Featherlight method reduces weight by 11 per cent
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What is Featherlight construction?
Sowhat exactly is Featherlight? Project
405 is being built behind firmly closed
doors and Royal Huisman is keeping its
cards close to its chest. ‘Featherlight is
a design and engineeringmethodology
aimed at providing a lightweight
aluminium construction from the
outset,’ a spokesman for the shipyard
says. ‘Its result isn’t a conventional
superyacht relying on compromises to
achieve a degree of weight reduction,
but a purpose-driven effort tomake
the yacht truly as light as possible, and
recapture any advantage that
composite hulls might have, whilst
benefiting from using aluminium.
Featherlight comprises the leading-
edge weight reduction knowledge that
Royal Huisman has accumulated over
recent projects, and adds the very
latest intelligence and resourcefulness.’

State-of-the-art millingmachinery
plays a significant part in Featherlight
construction. ‘Themachine-milled bow
deck section of Project 405 features
the exact curves of camber and
sheerline (so no adjustments required),
precise penetrations, and alsomeets
the exact required strength based on
FEM calculations including a
predefined safetymargin,’ Royal
Huisman’s spokesman says. ‘All surplus
material is removed: highest quality,
reducedweight and optimal efficiency.’

But the key difference between
Featherlight and regular aluminium
construction is what goes on inside the
metal skin: ‘The hull of project 405 is a
high-grademix of aluminium and

carbon composite, using a semi-
automated parametric structural
optimisation process. During 16
iterations that are part of our new
Featherlightmethod, the structural
weight is reduced by a remarkable 11
per cent comparedwith conventional
methods, whilst maintaining the
stiffness of the hull and ensuring
structural integrity.’

That’s all Royal Huismanwants to
make public about Featherlight, but
readers whowould like to knowmore
about it can contact the shipyard for a
tailor-made presentation.

The Featherlight method uses a semi-
automated parametric structural
optimisation process

The world class
professional racer
Bouwe Bekking
has been working
on Project 405’s
race optimisation
and will also be
the captain of the
yacht’s race crew
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relatively slender and undoubtedly
slippery hull with a very fine entry, a
gentle positive sheer, and topsides that
provide powerful stern sections when
heeled but give a narrow waterplane in
light airs. The transom is almost 10m
(32ft) wide. Under the waterline there’s a
shallow canoe body with a flat run aft,
high-aspect twin rudders mounted all
the way aft and lots of lead ballast on
the bottom of a very deep, short-chord
fin keel which is partially retractable and
housed in a carbon trunk.

The sleek, low-profile deckhouse is
carbon, not aluminium, styled
distinctively by Nauta and built by Royal
Huisman’s sister company, Rondal. The
yacht has two separate guest cockpits
forward and aft of the crew/sail
trimming area where the twin helms are
positioned far outboard, right on the
gunwales to give the best possible view
of the headsail telltales. The mainsheet
traveller runs almost full-beam beneath
the deck with the sheet led to an electric-
powered captive winch, built in carbon
by Rondal. Two hefty carbon winches for
headsail and spinnaker sheets are
mounted on the gunwales each side, aft
of the helms. The headsails are sheeted
to transverse tracks on the foredeck just
aft of the mast and forward of the
deckhouse, and four halyard winches
are clustered around the mast foot.

The main guest cockpit, again built in
carbon by Rondal, has U-shaped settees
around convertible tables plus two large
daybeds under a removable carbon
hardtop. The aft cockpit, two steps down
from the rest of the yacht’s flush deck,
has big daybeds port and starboard, an
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The tender well in the foredeck converts into another seating and sunbathing area

At anchor, the beach club area provides a large, relaxing open-air social space

The Milanese studio Nauta Design
developed the yacht’s general
concept and is also responsible for
its interior and exterior design
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aft-facing sofa and space amidships for a
dining table with armchairs to be set up
at anchor. The flat transom folds down
to reveal a broad flight of steps, which
are then raised in turn to open up the
garage for the crew/rescue tender. The
main guest tender is carried in a bay that
is partially recessed into the foredeck –
another carbon
component from
Rondal – which
converts into a further
social area with
seating and sunpads
when 405 is at anchor.
All of this comes off and the foredeck is
fully flush in racing mode.

Rondal is also building the yacht’s
Panamax carbon rig and integrated
sailing system, which include some
notable innovations in their own right.
The rig has been developed and

engineered with Doyle’s Structured Luff
sails in mind from the outset, which has
enabled the design team to reduce the
loads on the deck hardware and build
the rig itself a fair bit lighter. It’s set to be
the first large new-build yacht to take full
advantage of Structured Luff technology,
according to Royal Huisman, but the

most visibly unusual
feature of the rig itself
are the curved carbon
spreaders. These are a
new design that
allows the leech of the
headsail to come a bit

further aft when it’s tightly sheeted,
maximising the yacht’s upwind sail area.
They are also said to have a significantly
slimmer profile and thus less aero drag.

'We are very happy with the good
progress and excellent build quality,’
says the owners’ representative Nigel

Ingram of MCM Newport. ‘I’m impressed
by the creativity, attention to detail and
innovative solutions that the shipyard
and Rondal have applied in all areas,
particularly in many of the onboard and
sailing systems. Lightweight aluminum
construction has rarely been so carefully
and successfully pursued in a large
performance cruiser.’

”Lightweight aluminum
construction has rarely
been so carefully and
successfully pursued in a
large performance cruiser”

Carbon captive winches are a key part
of the integrated sailing system

Some parts of this hull, like the stemhead plate seen above, are precisely manufactured with a five-axis milling machine




